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GEKA® plus watering wand Vario Plus

GEKA® plus watering wand Vario Plus
Advantage / benefit: ................ robust watering wand with rotatable telescopic outlet pipe and practical ball valve with handle 

handle with soft grip cover provides thermal insulation
particularly light thanks to ball valve made of aluminium
watering head for generous, soft water spray with replaceable plate and protection ring
large water flow, thus ideal for professional use
dirt filter prevents deposits 
bayonet fitting makes changing the watering head easy with just a click 
compatible with all GEKA® plus watering and spray heads with bayonet fitting
with watering head (50.5433.9) in size M with fi ne water spray and replaceable plate

Material: .................................. watering head, telescopic outlet pipe and cap nut: aluminium; 
plate: stainless steel; protection ring: EPDM; handle: plastic made of PA and TPE;
handle at outlet pipe: TPE; bayonet catch, quick coupling: brass;
ball valve: aluminium chrome-plated; toggle: stainless steel, plastic-coated

Colour: ..................................... handle: dark grey, grey; toggle is dark grey; protection ring: dark grey
Connection: ............................. GEKA® plus quick coupling suitable for hose sizes from 3/8" to 1 1/2"
Options: ................................... large selection of GEKA® plus watering and spray heads with bayonet fitting
Area of application: .................. highly recommended for watering inaccessible wall, balcony, hanging, terrestrial, roadside 

and hillside vegetation

Water flow rate at 3 bar l/min 92 92
Sieve hole Ø mm 0.7 0.7
Pipe Ø in mm 20 x 1.25 + 17 x 1.5 20 x 1.25 + 17 x 1.5
Pipe bend 35° 35°
Pipe length in cm 80-140 145-225
PU units 1 1
Item no. 50.5415.9 50.5416.9

Water flow rate at 3 bar l/min 92 92
Sieve hole Ø mm 0.7 0.7
Pipe Ø in mm 20 x 1.25 + 17 x 1.5 20 x 1.25 + 17 x 1.5
Pipe bend 135° 135°
Pipe length in cm 145-225 240-400
PU units 1 1
Item no. 50.5417.9 50.5418.9
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